
Co-Regulation in Practice  

STRATEGIES FOR PRACTITIONERS WHO SERVE YOUTH AGED 14-24:  

REST AND RETURN STRATEGY

Self-Regulation is a central ingredient in lifelong success, predicting 

healthy relationships, economic self-sufficiency, and physical and 

emotional well-being. Adolescence involves rapid change in youths’ 

brains and bodies, and is therefore an important time to foster 

self-regulation development. Adults play a significant role in this 

development. 

Adults can enhance youth self-regulation by providing co-regulation 
support. Through co-regulation, adults form relationships where 

youth feel cared for and known; co-create safe and nuturing 

environments; and give youth opportunities to practice self-

regulation skills and reflect on how to apply them in their lives.

Self-regulation 
/self reg je’ lei sh(a)n/novn 

the act of managing thoughts and  
feelings to enable goal-directed behavior.  
Examples include calling a time out in an  
argument for the good of the relationship,  
or avoiding an impulse purchase to save  
money for something of greater value to  
you in the future. 

Co-regulation  
/co reg Jo’ lei sh(a)n/ noun

the supportive process between adults  
and youth that integrates three key  
types of support: 1) providing warm,  
responsive relationships, 2) creating   
supportive environments, and 3) coaching  
and modeling self-regulation skills. 

Practitioners can use strategies like the one in this 
handout to provide co-regulation support for youth.

Co-Regulation The coffmplete Coff-Regulatioffn in Practice Series off ers six strategies toff 
foffster self-regulatioffn, each targeting offne part offf Coff-Regulatioffn.

Relationship Strategies � Welcoming, Positive Praise

Environment Strategies � Group Agreement, Rest and Return

Self-Regulation Skills � Breath to Refocus, Take Note
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REST AND RETURN 

Sometimes we need permission to tend to our needs. 
Rest and Return is a strategy for taking a mental, and if possible, 

physical break—from life, intense emotions, or being distracted from 

what we’re doing—to refuel, rest, or refocus. It can mean physically 

leaving the room, moving to another space, putting your head down, 

or just taking a mental break, like looking out the window. 

The notion is that you are committing to taking care of your needs by 

taking a break, and also committing to coming back. The “Return” part 

of the strategy means this is not abandonment, disengagement, or 

checking out —it is self-care with a promise to re-engage. 

Rest and Return is a strategy that is important to coach youth to use in 

programs (and in life) and for staff to use at work. Both approaches are 

offered in this module. 

IN WORKSHOPS/PROGRAMS
 
The Strategy: 

✓ Explain it. 

✓ Support it. 

AT WORK
 
The Strategy: 

✓ Locate it. 

✓ Label it. 

✓ Equip it. 

✓ Prioritize it. 

✓ Use it. 

—
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IN WORKSHOPS/PROGRAMS 

This strategy is important to introduce at the beginning of a program series, and it works great 

in tandem with the Group Agreement module. It builds off of trauma-informed facilitation and 

behavior theory as a concrete way to manage dysregulation. The basic concept is that you give 

youth permission to take a mental or physical break from the workshop anytime they need to, and 

in exchange, they commit to return and re-engage. Anecdotally, this has helped some programs 

with mid-workshop attrition. 

Co-Regulation in Practice 
Strategies for practitioners who serve youth aged 14-24 

REST AND RETURN 

The Strategy: 1 EXPLAIN IT 

2 SUPPORT IT Explain it 
Here’s sample language: 

Sometimes the stuff we’re talking about in these workshops can bring up
 
intense feelings. If that happens to you, it’s okay to take a break and come
 
back in a few minutes. We call this Rest and Return. The idea is that you
 
have the group’s permission to either physically step out or mentally check
 
out when you need to, and in return, you commit to the group that you will
 
come back ready to engage when you can.
 

Give an example of how they might enact Rest and Return in ways that align with school 

program/workshop protocols. If they can’t leave the room, let them know where to go and 

what’s allowed. It’s nice to encourage them to take some deep breaths too. 

Support it 
When you notice youth using this strategy, it’s okay to ignore it or to nonverbally 

acknowledge and support it—like with a subtle nod—to provide positive reinforcement 

to the person using the strategy. If they seem like they’re having a difficult time 

emotionally, it may be helpful to check in with them during a break or at the end of the 

workshop to be sure they are okay.   
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REST 

AT WORK 

There is no shortage of overstimulation and stressors in our world. With the pressures of work 

and challenges to finding balance amid the frenetic pace of life, most of us get overwhelmed 

from time to time. In order to cope, we all need a break, a chance to regroup and center 

ourselves so we can stay clear about who we are and where we are headed. 

Taking time out of our day is not easy. It can be a challenge to press pause and give our brains 

a break. This module provides the simple structure that will allow you to create a space for the 

practice of taking a break. We call it Rest and Return. 

Co-Regulation in Practice 
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REST AND RETURN 

This Rest and Return 

at Work strategy 

involves five parts. 

The Strategy: Locate it. 1

2 Label it. 

3 Equip it.
 

4 Prioritize it.
 

5 Use it. 
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REST AND RETURN 

REST 

Locate it. 
Find a quiet, somewhat private spot in your environment. The level of privacy 

you will need depends on the preferences of those who use the space. (Rest and 

Return need not require complete silence or privacy.) Take care to choose a place 

with fewer distractions and that does not have a negative association for staff. If 

you are a mobile employee, you can equip your car to serve as a Rest and Return 

space if you like. 

Label it. 
Label it. Post a sign or otherwise designate the spot for “Rest and Return.” 

Equip it. 
Gather the things that will make the space feel safe, nurturing, and peaceful (not 

overstimulating) to those who will use it. Ask staff for feedback about what to 

include. Suggestions: 

•	 A comfortable chair and perhaps a pillow or blanket 

•	 Encouraging visuals, soothing sounds (inspirational quotes, posters, water 


features, etc.)
 

•	 A gentle timer to indicate when you have reached the desired time for your 


break (we recommend spending 5-20 minutes in the space, if possible)
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REST AND RETURN 

Prioritize it. 
Establish a group value or workplace policy that supports at least one daily 

visit to the Rest and Return space for each person. Time in the space should be 

protected. 

•	 It may be helpful to post a visible schedule to be sure everyone has a 

designated time slot, unless the space is large enough for multiple staff (see 

sign-up sheet provided). 

•	 Your workplace may be such that spontaneous visits are preferred. In this 


case, place an “in use” or “open” sign on the space (if it has a door), to 


communicate when it is available.
 

Use it. 
Enter, set the timer, and relax. Make Rest and Return a regular practice to take a 

break, quiet the mind, breathe, and give yourself a place with no demands. You 

can use the time to “veg out,” focus on breathing, eat a snack, strike a yoga pose, 

or tap into a meditation or mindfulness app on your phone and follow a guided 

technique—whatever you feel you need to Rest. Then, Return. 
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Suggested Citation 
Frei, A., and Herman-Stahl, M. (2021). Co-Regulation in Practice Series. OPRE Brief #2021-91, 

Washington, DC: Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation, Administration for Children and 

Families, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 

Self-Regulation Training Approaches and Resources 
to Improve Staff Capacity for Implementing Healthy 
Marriage Programs for Youth (SARHM) 

The SARHM project was a study that aimed to increase the capacity 

of practitioners in youth-serving Healthy Marriage and Relationship Education 

(HMRE) programs to promote self-regulation development among participants. 

It is funded through a collaboration between the federal Administration for 

Children and Families’ (ACF) Office of Family Assistance (OFA) and the Office 

of Planning Research and Evaluation (OPRE) with the aim of further advancing 

relationship health and self-sufficiency by applying a developmental frame to 

human services. SARHM translated theory about co-regulation—the interactive 

process of adult support for youth self-regulation—into practice by developing 

a set of strategies that aligned with an evidence-informed co-regulation 

framework. The strategies were developed based on theory and evidence, but 

have not yet been tested for effectiveness. 

As part of a nationwide initiative to promote healthy relationships in adult 

individuals, couples, and youth, OFA funds comprehensive healthy marriage 

and relationship education (HMRE) services. The SARHM project team 

partnered with two youth-serving HMRE programs to conduct formative, 

rapid-cycle evaluations to develop and refine co-regulation strategies by 

pilot testing them, providing data about their implementation, and refining 

them in the field without changing their curricula. Visit OPRE’s website for a 

detailed final report on SARHM (Baumgartner et al., 2021). A list of additional 

products, including a guide for practitioners (Frei et al., 2021), a brief describing 

a preliminary draft co-regulation measure (Alamillo et al., 2021), and additional 

resources are available on OPRE’s website under SARHM. 
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https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/project/self-regulation-training-approaches-and-resources-improve-staff-capacity-implementing
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/report/self-regulation-training-approaches-and-resources-improve-staff-capacity-implementing
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/report/building-staff-co-regulation-support-healthy-relationships-youth-guide-practitioners
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/report/measuring-co-regulation-draft-tool-observing-educators-youth-serving-programs
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/report/measuring-co-regulation-draft-tool-observing-educators-youth-serving-programs
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